
The Life Skills scheme of work sets out teaching and learning opportunities that aim to ensure our young people are fully
prepared for the world in which they live. These learning opportunities are relevant and transferable to everyday life and
provide pupils with opportunities to establish, and build upon, their skills within 3 main strands. These strands are;

- health and wellbeing
- understanding the world and the environment
- self expression.

Within these strands, pupils are able to develop their independence and confidence, as they prepare for adulthood.

In addition, pupils will be discreetly taught; phonics, word recognition and basic number operations and facts. Ensuring
they are given opportunities to develop the literacy and mathematical skills they will require to function independently
within daily life.



Autumn Term

Caring for Ourselves  and Others

Planned
PFA Links

Employment
Real World Visits - how to join a leisure centre, be part of a club Real World Visits - find out where local GP, hospital, A&E are located
Meeting Role Models- interviewing a dentist, school nurse, employers/employees at pet store or animal shelter
Health
Dental Health - talking to a dentist about good oral hygiene
Managing own health needs - interviewing a pharmacist about prescribed drugs, medicines and doses
Puberty - questions to school nurse
Drug and Alcohol Education - interviewing Matrix worker
Community Inclusion
Belonging to different groups-  interviewing someone from of religious faith, members of the LGBTQ+ community
Independent Living
Personal Hygiene - questions to  school nurse
Paying in shops - budgeting and managing money to pay for food items
Meeting Role Models - interviewing dentist and school nurse

Planned
Cultural
Capital

Opportunitie
s

David Burns - relationships and bullying workshops
Kalma Baby/Yoga - mindfulness activities to encourage time away from screens
Dental Nurse visit
School nurse visit
Ronnie to deliver a discussion around emotions and feelings
Matrix - drugs and alcohol workshop
Visit Dhammakaya Meditation Centre (Bhuddist community)
Cloud Singh visit - explore the Sikh community
Visits to local pharmacies
Foundation of Light
Dental Health Visitor/Visit Dentist Practice
School Nurse
Samaritans
Visit the school garden
Visit to Vets, Pet Store, Animal Shelter



Planned
Reading

Opportunitie
s

Recipes
Story of Rosa Park/Malala Yousafzai
Happy to be me
All about families
A Bad Day for Jayden - Tony Bradman
Wonder - R. J. Palacio
The Boy in the Dress - David Walliams
Non-fiction books (the body)

Planned Key
Vocabulary

(subject
specific)

Health
Wellbeing
Unique
Respect
Wellbeing
Pride

Planned Key
Vocabulary

(Topic
specific)

Eyes, Nose
Mouth,Ears
Mouth, Chin
Legs.Fingers
Arms, Hands
Feet, Toes
Senses
Sound
Texture
Taste
Smell
Human Growth
Puberty
Positive behaviour
Negative behaviour
Personal targets
Strengths

Personal hygiene
Germs
Physical health
Mental health
Balanced diet
Eat well guide
5 a day
Exercise
Drugs
Alcohol
Medication
Sunlight
SPF
Respect
Diversity
Discrimination
Relationships

Personal boundaries
Personal privacy
Unwanted touch
Inappropriate touch
Emotions
Feelings
Bullying
Teasing
Cyber bullying
Verbal bullying
Physical bullying
Lungs
Brain
Puberty
Reproduction
Sexual Health
Anti-social behaviour

Contraception
STDs
Personal Hygiene
Carbohydrates
Protein
Fat
Dairy
Nutrition
SPF
UVA
Depression
Anxiety
Equality
Human Rights
Stereotypes
Disability
Gender



Talents Friendships



Covered
2020/2021

Autumn 1: Caring for Yourself
Pupils will be taught:
To identify body parts and their functions.

- Body Parts [eyes, nose, mouth, arms, legs etc] - identify each part and discuss function - including being able to name/distinguish
between the 5 senses along with naming the parts of the body they belong to. Learn the ‘This is me’ body parts song and ‘Head,
Shoulders, Knees and Toes’... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkHQ0CYwjaI
Play ‘Simon Says’
Explore senses through mindfulness - exploring and describing tastes, scents, textures, sights and sounds.
Create own sensory cards using word documents/images; discuss copyright with relation to images used, reinforce basic ICT skills

- Organs; discuss, explore, and describe the function of the human heart, lungs, brain, intestines.
Create working models of the lungs, heart, intestines, collages of the parts of the brain,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-c9eZGcLcQE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oMFAMqSlq4

- Label parts of the body and organs - names and purposes/functions

To understand how humans reproduce.
- Discuss and describe how humans reproduce.
- Discuss the meaning and importance of sexual health - including use of contraception, symptoms of STDS, where/how to get help

and advice
- To know some UK legislation on sexual activity.
- Share thoughts, feelings, concerns, offer reasons for this thinking

To describe how the body grows and changes (inc. puberty)
- Talk about and explore the various stages of human growth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egeDXHcNeNw
Recognise where they are in this timeline and how they have changed over this time; physically, interests, behaviour etc.

- Make a Powerpoint - stages of growth
- Discuss, explore and describe the physical and emotional changes they will experience/are experiencing throughout puberty.
- Identify healthy/unhealthy behaviours relating to puberty and ‘growing up’.

To know how to maintain good personal hygiene and the impact of poor hygiene.
- Talk about the importance of good hygiene, demonstrate how germs are passed between people and how they can reduce the risks of

this happening.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaePayB - _pC4
- Lotion and Glitter demonstration to show how germs are passed on. ,
- Create self-care checklist
- Self-Manicures/Pedicures

Teeth Brushing
- Talk about and begin to demonstrate how to brush your teeth effectively, how often they need to be brushed and comment on how diet

affects dental health - use link to practice brushing skills and how to brush thoroughly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkHQ0CYwjaI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-c9eZGcLcQE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oMFAMqSlq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egeDXHcNeNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaePayB_pC4


https://cdn.sesamedigital.net/sesamestreetincommunities.org/SSIC023_BrushThoseTeeth/index.html
- Discuss, practice and describe how to brush teeth effectively - take photographs/videos to refer to. Write instructions.
- Experiment -  pink tablet to show how effectively they are brushing their teeth taking photographs and/or videos to demonstrate skills.

discuss what they need to improve upon, repeat the experiment to test for improvements - compare photographs
- Locate and travel to local dentist practice, discuss and explore how to make an appointment and what to expect when there
- Visit from dental nurse

Hand Washing
- Discuss, practice and describe how and why to wash hands effectively and when it is important to wash hands (e.g. after using toilet,

before cooking)
- Use of ‘germ gel’/UV lights/glitter to demonstrate transfer of germs/effectiveness of hand washing.
- Investigate most effective way of brushing teeth
- Design self help signs; supporting younger children on how to carry out basic techniques (share with primary classes?).

Washing
- Discuss, demonstrate and describe how to keep the body clean (bathing, showering, washing, using deodorant, clean clothes etc.)

and the consequences of failing to do so - include how sweat glands alter during puberty,
- use of doll to demonstrate where needed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi30YcK3894
- Discuss and demonstrate key toiletries, how they are used, their purpose and the consequence of not using them; deodorant,

shampoo/conditioner, face wash, mouthwash etc.
- Purchase items for demonstration, write shopping lists, handling money
- Pepper Investigation to demonstrate the impact of soap on germs.
-

To consider ways to support both physical and mental health.
- Talk about and identify the basic needs humans need to live (food, water, clothing, shelter)
- discuss and describe the basic needs of a human - use of maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Plastic Cup pyramid)
- Define physical and mental health/distinguish between the 2
- Share personal experiences and opinions on diet/exercise/mental illness/drugs and alcohol; encourage reasons for opinion
- Discuss and explore where and how they can find help and support with their physical health - visit from school nurse, identify and

travel to local GP, hospital, A&E, sport centres, gyms. How to access/make an appointment.
Diet:

- Discuss/explore how diet impacts on your physical and mental health.
- Talk about the meaning of a balanced diet and recognising the importance of a balanced diet/consequences of not eating a balanced

diet  - including the ‘eat well guide’ and ‘5 a day’
- Discuss and explore which foods come from plants and animals; which animals, the kind of plant, discuss and describe vegan and

vegetarian diets.
- identify healthy and unhealthy recipes, develop and follow own healthy/unhealthy recipe; use recipes to prepare meals

https://cdn.sesamedigital.net/sesamestreetincommunities.org/SSIC023_BrushThoseTeeth/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi30YcK3894


Mental Health Illnesses/Supporting Mental Health
- Talk about mental health issues and some common triggers and symptoms; discuss and identify who they personally would seek help

from and organisations that are there to help [can comment on ways to support own physical health, can comment on ways to support
own mental health, can discuss mental health issues and symptoms]

- Posters to help identify particular mental health illnesses https://web.ntw.nhs.uk/selfhelp/ https://www.mind.org.uk/
- Identify places/people we would seek support from if we were worried about our own mental health - Helping Hands (a place of

support for each finger) - inc GPs, Young Minds, Mind

Exercise;
- Talk about how exercise can benefit the body and mind; engage in a range of exercises, observing physical changes and changes in

moods and discussing why this is and how this will promote health and well-being.
- Record videos/images of these exercises, add text to these images/videos - recounting experiences and observations. reinforce

understanding of copyright, basic ICT skills
- how the body changes whilst exercising, the effects of regular exercise, the consequences of infrequent exercise; design own

exercise programme/circuit - observational differences, measure heart rate and pulse
- Meditation/Mindfulness: practice yoga and reflect upon impact, create mandalas; discuss and demonstrate how meditation can

improve mental wellbeing
- Identify places that can support mental/physical health through exercise - visit
- Create posters linked to promoting mental health

Body Image
- Explore the role media, family, personality, mind set all affect body image; look at advertisements, popular magazines, music videos

and discuss the images that are often portrayed - question whether or not this represents all people? Create advertisements that
celebrate our diverse bodies, appearances and styles.
Explore ways to improve body image (e.g. changing mind set
Consider their own health conditions and the implications/how they can help manage it

To be able to discuss and reflect upon personal behaviours, attitudes and experiences.
- How to recognise antisocial behaviour and the risks/consequences linked to it - I Spy
- Discuss and identify anti-social behaviours, the impact it has on others - Scenarios - Group Discussions
- Talk about and identify inappropriate/appropriate behaviour in social situations
- Comic strips/flow chart - examples of positive and negative behaviours and their consequences
- Draw memories of personal experiences - talk about them within groups/partners (what they liked/disliked/how they felt/what was

happening/details)
- Talk about their own behaviour and attitude; Comic strips/flow chart - examples of positive and negative behaviours and their

consequences develop personal targets, identify steps to achieving these targets and begin implementing this plan
- Encourage daily diary entries - reflecting on days events, their responses and feelings. Discuss the need for diaries to be kept

confidential and the value of keeping regular diaries

https://web.ntw.nhs.uk/selfhelp/
https://www.mind.org.uk/


Autumn 2: Caring for Others

To consider personal feelings and emotions and how this impacts upon behaviour.
- Explore and recognise emotions - words to describe, how they can be recognised in ourselves and others (worried, angry, happy, sad)

- use mirrors to see what their face looks like, guess the emotions of others in the group from the face they are pulling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uY2HrQ9qQ8
Explore and produce a piece of work based on Kadinsky (represent emotions and feelings through art)

- Collect/Sort behaviours that are often the result of varying emotions - discuss how appropriate these behaviours are/what we can do
to limit the negative behaviours

- How best to manage difficult emotions (i.e. anger, disappointment, frustration, jealousy, sadness) - explore scenarios, create ‘Self
Help’ cards

To develop understanding of relationships.
- Define meaning of a relationship, Identify and discuss different kinds of relationships (e.g. friendships, professional) - identify

relationships that are important to us, the importance of spending time with these people
- Talk about the meaning and need for personal boundaries and personal privacy - scenarios, demonstrations, role play
- Identify appropriate and inappropriate touch and the right to protect ourselves from inappropriate touch - identify positive and negative

behaviour from self and others - outline drawings - label appropriate and inappropriate places of touch.
- Talk about/describe and identify signs of healthy and unhealthy relationships/friendships - Role play relationships/friendships - healthy

or unhealthy?
Write a ‘recipe’ for a healthy relationship.

- Explore scenarios/personal experiences - questioning whether or not the relationship/friendship is healthy, if the situation is fair, if they
are demonstrating compromise (define compromise), appropriate ways of dealing with disagreements and recognising that violence is
never right answer

- Explore why people may form relationships and how healthy relationships can be supported (including recognising the need for
compromise in relationships/friendships) explore ‘relate’ website, write advice for someone in an unhealthy relationship

To recognise diversity within people and the need to demonstrate respect.
- Discuss the meaning of humans rights (freedom of religion and belief, right to live, right to a private family life) and equality - Include

the Human Rights Act
- Talk about how people are diverse and to be able to name some differences between themselves and others - including exploring

various groups within the local community and showing respect for all people within it
- Talk about how respect can be shown to all.
- Talk about ways in which people can be discriminated
- Share stories of discrimination  - Rosa Park and Segregation/Malala Yousafzai.v - sequencing/retell, description,
- To recognise some religious/ethnic communities within their locality and how respect can be shown for others - visit places of worship,

talk to people belonging to these faiths, explore artefacts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uY2HrQ9qQ8


- Explore gender stereotypes - draw/identify images of common stereotypes, consider if they meet these stereotypes, discuss how fair
these stereotypes are

- Create self portraits/personal profiles to celebrate diversity within the group -  take photographs to use for reference
- Explore the meaning of LGBT+

Discuss and explore LGBT+ communities, define key vocabulary and identities and sexualaities, visits/accounts from members of this community,
create pride flags, explore the message behind the Still I Rise poem, discuss the lives and achievements of well known/successful LGBT people

To consider the meaning and impact of bullying.
- Talk about, define and compare the meaning of teasing and bullying.
- Share personal experiences of bullying/teasing.
- Talk about and identify different ways in which people may bully (i.e. cyber, physical, verbal)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6FfxnhRssw
- Define cyber, physical and emotional bullying and the impact of these, what to do if you witness bullying, where/how to get help if you

are being bullied - in various settings (e.g. home, school, work place
- Create powerpoint on various kinds of bullying
- Record Anti-bullying messages/videos; share on schools social media/website? Over school tannoy?
- Make a class newsletter to send home to parents regarding the different types of bullying and support networks available
- Express opinions; encourage reasons to be given

To identify ways in which they can positively influence or support others/how they can show they love or care for someone.
- Discuss and identify personal strengths, talents and difficulties - how can these be used to support others.
- What could we do to support the difficulties of a partner within the class?
- Identify and demonstrate some ways in which we can care for others physical and mental health - ‘Random Act of Kindness’

Challenge.
- Define peer pressure and explore how to recognise it, how it feels, possible outcomes and how best to respond - freeze frames,

storyboards, personal experiences, sort do’s and do nots.

To know how to care for animals/pets.
- Discuss and demonstrate how to care for a pet.

(vaccinations, walking, feeding, general care) [can comment on how to care for a pet]
- Discuss and Demonstrate Care for Guinea Pigs and Therapy Dog
- Visit to Pets Corner
- Horse Riding/Grooming Experience
- Identify pros and cons of having pets.

Spring Term

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6FfxnhRssw


House Keeping/Understanding the World Around Us

Planned PFA
Links

Employment
Visits and discussions within Banks - encounters with employees/employers
Enterprise opportunities through sewing skills/gardening/recyclable materials.
Visits to recycling centre - encounters with employees/employers
Independent Living
Independence in the home - interviewing recycling centre worker
Housekeeping - caring for a home
Paying in shops -  handling money to pay, calculating change, recognition and selecting appropriate coins/notes
Community Inclusion
Increasing awareness of climate change and responsibilities within the community
Health
Keeping a clean house

Planned
Cultural
Capital

Opportunities

Visit a recycling centre
Organise a recycling system in school
Visit in school and local library
Visit from Wateraid
Shopping for household items.
Natwest MoneySense

Planned
Reading

Opportunities

Instructions and directions [including those on packaging]
Maps/atlas
Non-fiction texts - polar regions
Researching/reading about 2 artists
Non-fictions texts (the earth, environment)
Clothing labels

Planned Key
Vocabulary

(subject
specific)

Housekeeping
Earth
Environment
World
Responsibility



Planned
Key

Vocabulary
(Topic

specific)

Materials
Solid
Liquid
Gas
United Kingdom
Countries
Continents
Great Britain
British Isles

Climate change
Global warming
Fact
Opinion
Natural
Man-made
Recycling
Litter
Renewable energy

Non-renewable energy
Environment
Fact
Opinion
Oxygen
Carbon Dioxide
Habitat
Renewable Energy
Nonrenewable Energy
Solar
Hydro
Tidal

Finance
Mortgage
Insurance
APR
Budget

Spring 1 - Independence at Home

To know how to maintain a clean, organised and safe house
- Discuss and demonstrate some ways to maintain a clean house - including making a bed, washing/drying/ironing/folding clothes,

cleaning dishes, dusting, hoovering, cleaning a fridge, cleaning a bathroom [sink, toilet, shower], how to hygienically store/remove
waste.   Record videos of classmates demonstrating use of appliances; use as a basis to further discuss and assess technique.
Reading, writing and following Instructions/commands on how to use appliances. Write instructions.

- Locate and discuss some symbols relating to washing clothes (washing machine/handwash/dry clean) and begin to know how to wash
clothes (use a washing machine or sink to hand wash and use of washing powder/capsules)

- Explore, demonstrate and describe how to safely change light bulbs and batteries,, how to safely rewire a plug

To develop independence in self dressing
- Investigate which items of clothing are the warmest - which fabric hold the heat the most/would make the best jumper
- Investigate which items of clothing are the coolest - which fabric releases heat the most/would be best to wear in warm weather

Practice and demonstrate how to fasten buttons and zips on clothing or shoes [can fasten buttons, can fasten zips]
- Practice and demonstrate how to tie shoelaces.
- Discuss and describe the changes between seasons (including daylight saving time) and weather and how to dress

appropriately/ensure prepared for conditions - Explore how a local area changes over the seasons, describe the weather and changes
observed each season. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6cG913j6kc

- Explore absorbent/non-absorbent materials and possible uses - which material would be most appropriate in wet conditions
- Discuss how to dress appropriately for chosen activities - visit various places for various purposes, demonstrate appropriate clothing

(e.g. sporting, outdoor, formal)

To know how to make simple repairs to clothing
- Hand stitches

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6cG913j6kc


- Sewing machine - setting up, simple stitches, hems

To develop understanding of finances [to be understand how to budget, how to set up an account and the meaning of APR]: .
- Explore range of bank accounts available
- Explore services provided by banks (e.g. mortgages, insurance)
- How to set up an account
- Discuss meaning of APR
- How to budget; include what essential outcomes within a household..
- Visit from Natwest MoneySense

Spring 2 - Understanding the World

To develop understanding of materials.
- Explore everyday items/items around school - discuss the materials and its properties; why was this material used? What would have

happened if an alternative was used?
- Discuss, demonstrate and explore the differences between solids, liquids and gases
- Question, predict, compare observations and describe what happens how states can change;

Solid to Liquid: melting ice lollies, wax melt art,melting chocolate to make crispy cakes
Liquid to Solid: make own ice lollies, investigate quickest way of setting chocolate
Question, predict and explore what happens when steam is condensed - observe condensation in real life scenarios, create
videos/photos to observe and compare these observations [steamed glasses, windows mirrors, cold glasses]

- Explore and identify natural and man made materials - collect and sort examples of each, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
using them and what they are best used for within the home, create and demonstrate sorting game [recognise natural and man-made
materials, can gather similar objects, can group items by purpose, group items by their properties]

- Question, investigate and explore malleable materials: which materials can be easily shaped and moulded? How many different ways
can they be manipulated?

- Discuss and explore possible uses of wood, metal and plastics - including describing the properties of these materials, exploration of
them within the Invention Shed, comparing similar items made from differing materials to assess effectiveness (e.g. comparing metal
and wooden spoon)

To know ways in which the world is changing.
- Question and research local climate change in the polar regions or rainforests - how the environment/landscape is changing and why
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxwKa5cR3w4
- Create powerpoints on learning in this area; reinforce understanding of copyright, basic ICT skills
- Paintings of polar regions/rainforests - research 2 different art techniques to apply to paintings/drawing

Use work of raymand briggs The Bear / work of henri julien félix rousseau to inspire

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxwKa5cR3w4


Explore relevant news articles; talk about how not everything reported in the media is accurate. Identify and discus facts and opinions
linked to these landscapes and relating environmental issues

- Share opinions on the environmental issues, offering reasons for these opinions
- Creative writing; story of the orangutan/polar bear, descriptive writing

To know some ways of supporting the environment
Plants

- Discuss and explore why plants are important to the environment - investigate photosynthesis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uiuct-2yAxA
Plant own plants; how do they change as they grow? What do they need to grow? (comparing observations) and how to care for plants.
Drawings of plants as they change

- Explore school grounds and identify common garden and wild flowers and common trees e.g. evergreen and deciduous
- Label common parts of trees and plants https://www.turtlediary.com/game/plant-parts-labeling.html

https://www.purposegames.com/game/tree-parts-quiz
Recycling

- Discuss and identify the meaning of recycling
Identify and gather common household waste (e.g. packaging) Discuss and identify the properties of these materials, sort by these
properties
Sort litter by it’s material ready for recycling - plastic bottles, tins, cans, cardboard etc - including suggesting ways to reduce litter, how
we affect the environment and exploring ways we can care for the environment

- Discuss, research and explore the impact that plastic is having on the environment. Share Planet Earth clips - create plastic collage
from household/recycled plastic - create displays to promote cause.

Energy Use
- Discuss the impact of energy use; identify what we use energy on and how these can be reduced, discuss and explore the meaning of

renewable/nonrenewable energy: make solar eco-ovens, create wind turbines
- Share personal feelings, concerns, ideas on energy use - imagery, news articles to support.
-

Water Use
To identify impact of water use.

- Discuss and explore how water is used within the UK, how excessive use is impacting upon the environment/world, compare with water
use in other parts of the world, identify ways of reducing water use, Data handling; how we use water in daily life

- Visit from Wateraid

To develop readiness for employment.
- Discuss and Identify experiences, skills and attributes
- How to receive help if they are uncomfortable with how they are being treated in employment, discuss and identify what support is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uiuct-2yAxA
https://www.turtlediary.com/game/plant-parts-labeling.html
https://www.purposegames.com/game/tree-parts-quiz


available and where/how to find it - include Job Centre, Citizens Advice [
- Discuss, write and redraft Personal Statements, CVs, job applications
- Discuss and practice recognising and recording dates; days and months

Summer Term

Independent Travel/Staying Safe

Planned
PFA

Links

Employment
Real World Visits - to eat a meal in a restaurant, post 16 provision, openzone
Meeting Role Models - questioning and interacting with staff at Beamish and a restaurant, people employed in ICT
Real World Visits (Safety Works) - learning about safety in the home and community
Meeting Role Models - interviewing fire service and police
Independent Living
Travel training - choosing correct routes and modes of transport
Road and Water Safety - applying the Green Cross Code, using traffic light/pedestrian crossings in the community
Paying in shops - budgeting and managing money to pay for food items
Community Inclusion
Traveling within local area - using public transport
Travel training - planning routes of travel to various locations
Road and WaterSafety - Staying safe in a car and how to reduce dangerous crossing habits
Independence in the home
Awareness and understanding of Emergency Services
ESafety and Online Responsibility

Planned
Cultural
Capital

Opportun
ities

Visit the Openzone
Visit Safety Works (Fire and Rescue)
First Aid Experience (e.g. Foundation of Light, Mini First Aid https://newcastle.minifirstaid.co.uk/classes/classes-for-children)
Visits to local areas via public transport (ferry, bus, metro)
Visit Local Job Centre
Visits to post 16 provision

https://newcastle.minifirstaid.co.uk/classes/classes-for-children


Planned
Reading

Opportun
ities

The Disconnect - Keren David
Travel Books/Brochures
Emails/Blogs
Leaflets/advertisements
Bus/metro timetables
Public signs and notices

Planned
Key

Vocabula
ry

(subject
specific)

Emergency
Safety
Security
Independent
Happy
Confident
Potential

Planned
Key

Vocabula
ry (Topic
specific)

Risks
Consequences
Personal experiences
Secret
Punctuality
Attendance
Personal Statement
CV
Employment
Authority
Route

Timetable
Town
City
Village
Crossings
Seasons
Weather
Landmarks

Map
Community
Danger

To be
covered
within
cookery
lessons/c
atering
opportunit

Independent Travel in the Local Area
To develop familiarity with the world map.

- To begin to name the 4 countries in the UK and locate the UK on the map of the world,  discussing the differences between the UK, Great
Britain and the British Isles. Labelling.

- How to begin to locate their local area on the map of the UK
- Locate and name some continents on the map -

Question and explore countries/communities within these continents through their traditional foods, dining habits and diets.

To be able to travel within the local community
- Travel to local areas]- ask and respond to questions, describe using basic words (e.g. city, town, factory)



ies
(CB/DD/K
W)

- Use public transport to travel around the local area - identifying which [bus and ferry] to get/where to get it from and how to stay safe around the
roads

- Use of online maps to plan and follow routes, write directions.
- Write a tourist brochure/advertisement for a local attraction; reinforce understanding of copyright, basic ICT skills
- Upload, name and store your own images/videos from visits
- Demonstrate and practice how to travel by bus and metro, including how to choose appropriate transport, plan route, buy ticket, use timetable
- During visits, demonstrate, practice and describe how to stay safe on roads, including dangerous crossing habits (e.g. listening to music/using

phone while crossing, crossing between parked cars, crossing on corners/bends) and staying safe as a car passenger

To develop an awareness of the local area
- Photograph local areas and landmarks - discuss physical/human features within the locality (e.g city, factory, beach, forest)
- Pencil drawings of local landmark/area
- Describe the location of these features with the use of positional language (e.g. next to, near, behind)
- Recounts of visits; sequencing events, talking about experiences/observations

Summer 2: Staying Safe
Sun Safety

- Talk about how sunlight can be dangerous for eyes and skin and why they should not look directly at the sun - including forms of protection from
the sunlight Create interactive game; detailing ways of staying safe in sun.
Label individual with what is needed and why, design/decorate own sunhat,

- Discuss, explore and describe how sunlight affects the body and how to protect themselves from this - including understanding SPF factors and
UVA star ratings. Look at the range of products available in shops - which would they choose? Why?

-
Drugs and Alcohol

- Discuss and describe the effect of drugs and alcohol on the body and mind include; include UK legislation on drugs and alcohol, and where to
find help and support with drug/alcohol abuse

- read and understand the instructions on common medicines - read packaging of common medicines, identify what they are used for and what
would be an appropriate dose for themselves, possible side effects, warnings given for each. Discuss consequences of misusing these drugs.

To know how to stay safe when using technology and the internet
- Explore social media sites, how are they used to communicate - identify benefits of this, explore negatives through images/stories, identify

CEOP logo and demonstrate use
- Sort statements/actions into those that do/do not demonstrate respect - explore personal thoughts and feelings about these - pose questions of

whether or not these apply online too (e.g. If you wouldn’t make fun of someone face-to-face, should you be doing it online?) [recognise the
importance of respecting others online]

- Create videos - promoting e-safety, highlighting appropriate/inappropriate use of the internet and how to get help
- Discuss and describe appropriate lengths of time to spend in front of a screen, explore other ways of staying connected/entertained. Challenged

to reduce screen time at home - keep diaries



- Consider benefits and dangers of online communication (could reference how this was used in Covid-19 lockdown), how to limit the dangers
- Identify and explore everyday items that run on electricity (in the home and wider community)- discuss how to use these safely, the benefits and

disadvantages of these (tv, phone charger, hair straighteners, games consoles, atm, self-service checkouts, CCTV)
- Label parts of the computer; and identify functions and how they are used
- Talk about personal experiences/habits in relationship with technology/how long they spend in front of a screen and the effect of this...

Encourage children to keep a log of how and when they have used a TV, computer, tablet - share and discuss with class
- Show and tell - what other hobbies do we have? Take time to explore new hobbies/sources of entertainment - pupils to document their thoughts

and feelings towards each
- Talk about the need to keep personal information (including address, name of school, locations) and passwords private; sort information into

those safe to share on line, and those not - practice logging in/out
- Explore the purpose of key computer parts - individual keys on the keyboard, keyboard, monitor, CD drive, audio output, USB port, printers and

scanners - and how these are connected to each other
- Discuss and explore where and who to find support about something worrying on the internet
- How to block and report inappropriate/unwanted content or communication/describe the role of CEOP and how to report a concern
- Storyboards - impact of online actions
- Discuss and explore how things that are shared are available for others to see and how not everyone online is who they say they are; refer to

wikipedia, edit photographs to explore untruths of some internet content
- Consider how to treat technology safely and how to protect devices from viruses; explore how and where this protection can be gained
- Discuss and describe the meaning of copyright and what this means for us
- Share personal thoughts and opinions; encourage reasons to be given

To know how to stay safe around water and roads
- Visit local area and identify dangers [relating to road and water safety -lakes/reservoir/rivers.
- Discuss, explore and demonstrate how to limit these dangers [can identify inappropriate and/or dangerous behaviour within social situations
- Visit the coast, identify dangers/havards, recognising and understanding signs, symbols and flags
- To know the role of the coast guard and how to contact them for help.

To know the importance of confidentiality and privacy.
- Discuss and define the meaning of personal privacy - what does it look like in real life? Consider who has the right to this privacy and what we

are willing to share with others and with whom - use of role play to explore this
- Discuss and define the meaning of confidentiality and when it may not be appropriate; Discuss and explore personal experiences -  when

confidentiality should/should not have been kept - role play
- Talk about strangers and how to keep safe - including those in an out of the home setting, what to do if approached by a stranger, which

strangers are safe to talk to and information is safe to share
- Share personal thoughts and opinions; encourage reasons to be given
- To know the importance of not keeping a secret if it makes themselves or someone else feel uncomfortable
-

To know how to respond in emergencies



To begin to understand what to do in an emergency.
- Identifying emergencies - use of role play
- Identify procedures that are in place to support us in an emergency (e.g. fire alarm, 999)
- Discuss and demonstrate how to use 999 in an emergency
- Safety works visit
- Write Thank You Letters to Emergency Workers

Fire

- Discuss and describe what to do if a household fire alarm went off. Include how to test fire alarms
- how to stay safe around fire/what to do if there was a fire in their home

Medical
- Discuss and describe what to do if you required medical assistance (include calls GP appointments, calls to 111 and 999 and when each would

be appropriate)
- Foundation of Light; First Aid Course

Crime
- Discuss, demonstrate and describe what to do if you require the police (inc. calls to 101 and 999 and when each would be appropriate)

Weekly Cookery Slot:
To know how to prepare food for cooking.

- To explore how and why water boils and how this can be used to cooking purposes
- To be able to set a table - placement of cutlery and crockery and spacing of seats between people
- To follow a recipe -  including reading the ingredients and equipment lists.
- To know basic hygiene - need to wash hands, tie up hair, wear apron, blue plasters, not to taste foods and reuse spoon/lick spoons etc, clean and

tidy kitchen
- Make aprons for cooking
- To begin to know how to safely prepare and cook foods with independence e.g. peeling, mixing, sifting, whisking, grating, rolling, using cutters
- How to use a knife to cut (e.g. slicing, chopping, dicing) - including carrying, storing and washing [can use a knife to cut]
- Demonstrate and practice  how to correctly hold and use cutlery (using a fork to hold an item of food and a knife to cut it, not just putting their food

on a fork and biting around it) - whilst sampling foods
- Visit a local restaurant to develop social skills and to experience choosing from a menu, ordering own food and managing money



- Discuss and demonstrate how to use household appliances and to stay safe around them (kettle, toaster, microwave, tin opener) - discuss the best
places to store/keep these items in the home

- Discuss and demonstrate how to clean and dry dishes - including how to load and clean a dishwasher.
- Discuss and demonstrate how to safely prepare and cook foods - including weighing/measuring, chopping techniques, kneading, preparing various

fruit/veg/meats.
- Moulding and shaping for baking/cooking e.g. icing, shaping biscuits
- Discuss, demonstrate and describe food hygiene practices, read guidelines (including how to store food, handling raw foods, food temperatures,

reheating foods, write commands and explanations based on food hygiene.)
- Explore and describe the scents and tastes of food.
- Discuss and explore soluble ingredients and how they are used (e.g. cooking with salt, sugar in tea) [to know the meaning of soluble, to identify

soluble materials]


